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by using encryption algorithm
key.Decryption is simply the

1. Abstract
Query Video has been send from base station to relay
station. Base station sending the video signal. And then
user extract the video. Thus the video has been convert
into several frame. Thus the video frame is covert into
data conversion. Finally synchronization of the video
frame. Hash code will be generation. This code can be
used to the video secured purpose. Rijndael algorithm can
be used to the formation of frame. Thus the encrypted
conversion has been send from base station to relay
station. Finally finding the RGB color. View conversion
can be used to read the video data file. Calculate the time
stamp, sequence ,data length ,and calculate the frame of
the dimension(Width, Height). The proposed DTW-based
synchronization method can achieve automatic
synchronization for not only FH vectors, but also other
types of video hashing methods. Shows the benefits of the
proposed synchronization method to hash code
generation. Again, the detection performance is
significantly improved comparing with random
recuperation.

encryption

inverse of encryption, following the same steps but
reversing the order in which the keys are applied.

3. Table design
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Index Terms – Automatic temporal synchronization,
flow hashing, recuperation.
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2. Introduction
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Video hashing is a technique which transforms the natural
video to compact vector based on which the visual
similarities between two videos. Application of video
hashing such as near duplicate detection, video
authentication, anti-piracy search. Robustness content
preserving is a central requirement of video hashing and
security based cryptographic key alternative analysis.
Here
we
are
using
DTW
and
rijindael
algorithm.DTWalgorithm which is used to arrange the
splitted videoframes based on timing. Rijindael algorithm
which is used to secure the video from source to
destination. Data can be read from plaintext is encrypted
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complicated combinatorial optimization and are hence
quite expensive.

4. Literature Review
The multiplicative weight- update Littlestone_Warmuth
rule can be adapted to this model, yielding bounds that are
slightly weaker in some cases, but applicable to a
considerably more general class of learning problems.
This boosting algorithm does not require any prior
knowledge about the performance of the weak learning
algorithm. We gerneralized the finite set of read line. [1]
currently provides two ways to establishpoint
correspondences between images with moving objects.On
one side, there are energy minimization methodsthat yield
very accurate, dense flow fields, but fail as
displacementsget too large. On the other side, there is
descriptormatching that allows for large displacements,
but correspondences have limited accuracy. we propose a
method that can combine the advantagesof both matching
strategies. A region hierarchy isestablished for both

6. Proposed System

images. [2] decoding metrics are designed for
statisticalfingerprint-based content identification. A
classof structured codes is considered, and a statistical
model forthe resulting fingerprints and their degraded
versions is proposed and validated.[3]In video-related
activities, User’s time spent on video capturing,editing,
uploading, searching, and viewing. The massive
publishingand sharing of videos has given rise to the
existence of an already large amount of near-duplicate
content.[4]Near duplicates of a query video from a
videodatabase. The method generates video signatures
from histogramsof orientations of optical flow of feature
points computed
from sampled video frames concatenatedover time to
produce time series, which are then aligned
andmatched.[5]

The video sended from base station to relay
station, base station sending the video signal and then
user extract the video. The video converted to several
frames and then the video frames converted to data
conversion. Finally the video gets synchronized and
then the hash code is generated and the hash code is use
to secure the video . Rijndael algorithm can be used to
the formation of frame, thus the encrypted conversion
has been send from base station to relay station and
finally finding the RGB color.

5. Existing System
Cut signature to enable fast detection , nice surveys of
existing near-duplicate detection methods.The central
challenge we seek to overcome is the open problem of
temporal desynchronization in video hashing.We address
the
significant
open
challenge
of
temporal
desynchronization via a novel video hashing framework
that involves DTW based synchronization followed by
computation of flow hash vectors.Other advances include
the use of multiple hash vectors to generate binary hash
bits using spectral hashing A practical challenge with is
that as sufficient number of new videos are added to the
database, retraining is needed and all hash vectors must be
regenerated. Our goal is instead to develop fusion
techniques such that model retraining does not influence
existing hashes in the database.There have indeed been
notable attempts in this direction, namely in where frame
based image hashes can be used to synchronize audio or
video. But these techniques invariably require
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System Architecture
7. Algorithm :
Encryption Rijndael ,Decrypt
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Data, often referred to as plaintext, is encrypted using an
encryption algorithm and an encryption key. This process
generates ciphertext that can only be viewed in its original
form if decrypted with the correct key. Decryption is
simply the inverse of encryption, following the same steps
but reversing the order in which the keys are applied.
Today's encryption algorithms are divided into two
categories: symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric-key
encryption is much faster than asymmetric encryption, but
the sender must exchange the key used to encrypt the data
with the recipient before he or she can decrypt it. This
requirement to securely distribute and manage large
numbers of keys means most cryptographic processes use
a symmetric algorithm to efficiently encrypt data, but use
an asymmetric algorithm to exchange the secret key.
Asymmetric cryptography, also known as public-key
cryptography, uses two different but mathematically
linked keys, one public and one private. The public key
can be shared with everyone, whereas the private key
must be kept secret. RSA is the most widely used
asymmetric algorithm, partly because both the public and
the private keys can encrypt a message; the opposite key
from the one used to encrypt a message is used to decrypt
it. This attribute provides a method of assuring not only
confidentiality, but also the integrity, authenticity and
non-reputability of electronic communications and data at
rest through the use of digital signatures

9. conclusion:
video hashing framework that involves DTW based
synchronization followed by computation of flow hash
vectors. Further, distance boosting is proposed to
capture complementary information in FH and DTW
hash distances which delivers enhanced ROC
performance even under severe spatio-temporal
distortions.
Future
research
can
investigate
computational aspects of synchronization and
architectures/ techniques to speed up hash
comparisons.A hash function is any function that can
be used to map digital data of arbitrary size to digital
data of fixed size. The values returned by a hash
function are called hash values, hash codes, hash sums,
or simply hashes. Query Video has been send from base
station to relay station. Base station sending the video
signal. And then user extract the video.Thus the video
has been convert into several frame. Thus the video
frame is covert into data conversion. Finally
synchronization of the video frame.Hash code will be
generation. This code can be used to the video secured
purpose. Rijndael algorithm can be used to the
formation of frame. Thus the encrypted conversion has
been send from base station to relay station. Finally
finding the RGB color.
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Algorithm 1



KeyGen(1κ) → (pk): is run by the data owner to
initialize its public taking a security parameter κ as
input.
Delegation(pk) → (x): The data owner sends
encrypted x to the proxy using the proxy’s public
key, then the proxy decrypts and stores it locally
upon receiving

STEPS:
1.Assign the variable pk
2.Randomly generate variable using random and
store in variable.
3.Generate pk and store in variable
4.By using pk (public key) encrypt the file
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